S.B.R. Cleaner & Restorer is designed to clean and maintain floors with one product. Scrub floors clean by either using an autoscrubber or by mop-on application. Burnish to restore the floors to their original shine. Use on resilient tile, sealed wood, terrazzo, marble, concrete, and quarry tile floors.

3 in 1 cleaner...Scrub, Burnish, Restore. Use SBR to clean surfaces immediately followed by burnishing to revive the gloss of floors. Solvents and plasticizing agents temporarily soften finish to enhance burnish response.

Multi-Task Dispensing System
The unique patented Multi-Task container gives you dilution flexibility.

- Secure Dispensing
  Accurately dispenses two or more products from the Multi-Task wall mount dispenser at the touch of a button.

- Squeeze and Pour
  No equipment required. Simply squeeze the container to measure the desired amount.

- Easy-Fill Gun
  Dilutes product at 2.5GPM into RTU container, mop bucket or autoscrubber.

- The Wave II
  No Touch Cleaning of restrooms made simple. Battery powered.

- E-Spray Gun
  Electrostatic sprayer

Markets
Food Service  Hospitality
Education  Contract Services
Commercial  Health Care
Retail  Churches
Day Care  Property Management
Directions

Directions for use: 
Autoscrubber Application
1. Dust mop floor to remove loose dirt.
2. Dilute S.B.R. in an autoscrubber at 3-4 oz/gallon.
3. Using a red pad, scrub and pick up solution.
4. Allow floor to dry thoroughly.
5. Burnish with appropriate high speed pad.

Directions for use:
Mop On Application
1. Dust mop floor to remove loose dirt.
2. Dilute S.B.R. in mop bucket at 2-3 oz/gallon.
3. Damp mop the floor with a clean mop head.
4. Allow floor to dry thoroughly.
5. Burnish with appropriate high speed pad.

Safe for the Environment
• No VOC’s
• No Butyl or other solvents
• No Nonylphenol Ethoxylate (NPE’s)
• No Phosphates

Quick Guide

Dilution
1:40 *Dilute with cold water
Squeeze n Pour.............. 3 oz (89 mL) per gallon of water
Yield per 2 liters.......... 22 Gallons RTU

Uses
For cleaning and rejuvenating floor finish.

Surfaces
VCT tile, terrazzo, concrete.

Equipment
Mop, floor buffer or autoscrubber.

Restrictions
Use good safety practices: wear rubber gloves & safety goggles when handling cleaning products. See SDS for further information.
Do not use with bleach, ammonia or alkaline cleaners.